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Flavor Innovation on the Menu -
US

"Demand for flavor innovation on the menu is already
high, and it’s poised for continued future growth
alongside the population growth of the most
Adventurous Eaters: young and Hispanic consumers.
Millennials in particular are hungry for less-common
flavors and ingredients on the menu, spanning
everything from sour flavors to seafood ...

Restaurant Breakfast and Brunch
Trends - US

"Restaurant breakfast and brunch visitation is on the
decline, driven by the proliferation of premium
breakfast retail options coupled with consumers’
lowered perceptions of breakfast as an important meal
occasion. Operators should concentrate on expanding
coffee beverages and nontraditional breakfast offerings
including global flavors, snackable options and plant-
based ingredients to ...

On-premise Restaurant
Technology - US

"On-premise restaurant technology such as kiosks and
tablets are offering operators multifaceted solutions to
growing labor challenges and consumer demand for
speedy foodservice; however, most consumers are still
not very accepting of fully-automated restaurant
concepts. Operators should lean into consumer-friendly
tech solutions such as pre-ordering options and
tableside payments for ...

Coffee and Tea on Premise - US

"Major coffee shop chains and third wave coffee shops
have expanded consumer awareness and demand for
premium roasts and specialty beverages, which are now
especially popular with younger consumers. However,
they face stiff competition from fast food restaurants,
donut shops, c-stores and other casual restaurants that
have expanded their offerings ...

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook Q3: A Look at Both Sides -
US

"A lot of coverage has been given to the growing divide
between political views in the US. While there may be
cultural and moral differences that cause fundamental
shifts in beliefs, some underlying concerns, specifically
financial ones, are more similar than different. However,
if a consumer’s personal belief system aligns ...
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